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RMS
RMS is one of AutoManagement suite modules; designed to enable people invested in vehicle rental
business. It allows them to perform all operations related to long term, short term and spot rental activities. RMS helps you track a vehicle movement and uses easy data capture, to be used to identify traffic
violation performed during vehicle lifetime of the fleet.

RMS is fully integrated with other modules for various uses; with VMS to allow receipt of vehicles once
purchased internally, however; the built in purchase order system allows internal and external purchases.
It also integrates with AMS to keep track of the vehicle as an asset and trace its depreciation.
Finally RMS is integrated with FMS to trace all financial transactions during the utilization of the vehicle.
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Key Features

Long, Short Terms and
Spot Rental

RMS is good to use for any type of vehicle rental: for long term contracts, short term ones and
spot rental; where the customer walks in and
purchases on spot a contract.

Asset Tracking & Depreciation
using AMS

RMS has an integrated asset management
depreciation function for the rental vehicles.
All vehicles are tagged in the AMS system as
“rental vehicle assets”. This allows the flexibility
of generating depreciation in a centralized place
with flexible depreciation schemes. The result
of the depreciation is used in the RMS system
to automatically allocate the depreciation to the
respective contracts, in order to analyze the
profitability of each contract.

Traffic Violation Management

RMS provides you with a very powerful tool to
register all traffic violations electronically (based
on data provided by the traffic department),
and then detects the person responsible for the
violation (based on the movement history available in RMS).
Once a violation is identified, user has the flexibility to define various actions to be taken on
the violation. For example, the violation can be
passed to the actual driver through a debit note
or collected as cash.
The Traffic Violation payment screen allows
you to keep track of all recorded violations;
and whether the violation has been paid to the
traffic department or not. The system provides
comprehensive information regarding each violation – i.e. who will pay for the violation and if
the customer has agreed to pay, then whether
the amount has been recovered or not.
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Comprehensive Contract
Management

RMS supports different kinds of rental contracts
(daily rental, monthly lease etc.), and complex
management of contracts. You can define a
contract for a single car, or several hundreds,
and manage all the transactions related to the
contract from a single place.
You can define contract terms (such as limits
on mileage, method of charging customers and
the changes that are allowed during the life of
the contract).
For big contracts, RMS supports keeping track of
all financial related documents (letters of guarantee, customer documents etc.). Documents
can be scanned and stored along with the contract; and access to the customer documents
can be restricted to authorized employees.

Full Vehicle History for
Service.

Use the full power of the SMS system to control
all aspects of vehicle maintenance. The RMS
system is integrated with the SMS system. This
means any services done or are currently workin-progress can be reviewed by the rental staff
member. The tight integration also means that
rental staff has an accurate idea on the maintenance cost incurred on each and every vehicle.
This is useful to analyze types of vehicles which
are reliable, and those which require regular
maintenance (therefore more expensive). The
analysis of service costs provides valuable information to the rental staff in setting proper
rates for daily rental, weekly rental or monthly
rental.

Features

MORE

• Consolidated Customer Database

This is crucial for preparing long-term strategies which focuses on CRM (Customer Relationship Management).

• Complete Purchasing Cycle

Once the life of the rental vehicle is over, the system seamlessly moves the vehicle out from the asset register and transfers to the VMS system for selling as used
vehicle.

• Complete Track of Vehicle Movements

Vehicle movements are recorded for both date & time, in order to ensure that each minute of the movement is accounted for. This is especially important when you have
a large fleet of vehicles, and large number of traffic violations.

• Comprehensive Security

Each user in the system can be given specific access that defines what he/she can or cannot do. Audit logs allow the administrators to review the kind of changes being
done by users.

